
Compassion-Focused Therapy Worksheets
RAIN Mindfulness Technique

Name: Date:

Instructions:
Follow the RAIN steps to mindfully work through a particular emotion or thought that is causing you 
distress.

R (Recognize)

What feeling or thought do you recognize in this moment?

A (Allow)

Can you allow this experience to be there, just as it is, without trying to change it?

I (Investigate)

What are the sensations, thoughts, and feelings you notice when you pay attention? Are there any 
beliefs or memories associated with this?

N (Nurture)

How can you nurture and care for yourself in this moment? Consider what words of comfort or 
actions might soothe you.

Reflection

What did you notice or learn from this practice?



Compassionate Letter Writing

Name: Date:

Instructions:
You will be writing three separate letters to yourself: one to your past self, one to your present self, 
and one to your future self. Focus on forgiveness, understanding, and hope in each letter.

1. Letter to My Past Self

Express understanding and forgiveness for past mistakes or regrets. Acknowledge past 
achievements and strength.

2.. Letter to My Present Self

Show appreciation for your current efforts and struggles. Provide comfort and validation.

3.. Letter to My Future Self

Offer words of encouragement and optimism. Set intentions for self-compassion and growth.



Imagining A Compassionate Figure

Name: Date:

Instructions:
Think of a person who embodies kind, understanding, and supportive characteristics. Imagine this 
person witnessing the distressing situation you described. How would they respond?

1. Who is this compassionate figure?

2. What words of comfort and encouragement have you received from them?



Compassion Formulation Worksheet

Name: Date:

Instructions:
Outline your experiences, responses, and the potentials for compassionate understanding.

What is the event triggering distress?

What critical thoughts or beliefs surface in response to this event?

How would a compassionate friend respond to you or your situation? What compassionate 
understanding could you offer yourself?

Based on your compassionate understanding, what insights emerge? What actions could you 
take to address these challenges?



Challenging Negative Thoughts

Name: Date:

Instructions:
Identify a negative thought and work through the steps to challenge and reframe it.

1. Write down a negative thought you have right now, or a negative thought that is constantly 
bothering you.

2. What are the evidence supporting this thought?

3. What are the evidence against this thought?

4. What more balanced, compassionate thought can you adopt?

5. How does adopting this alternative thought make you feel?



Self-Care Tips Worksheet
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Name: Date:

Instructions:
List self-care practices that you feel will support your well-being across different aspects of your life.

Physical Self-Care

What activities will support your physical health?

Emotional Self-Care

How can you nurture your emotional well-being?

Mental Self-Care

What practices can help clear your mind and reduce stress?

Personal Commitment

Choose one action you will take this week to practice self-care.

https://positivepsychology.com/compassion-focused-therapy-training-exercises-worksheets/#2-compassion-focused-therapy-worksheets
https://www.mcgill.ca/thewelloffice/files/thewelloffice/worksheets-mary-welford.pdf
https://www.therapistaid.com/therapy-article/how-to-practice-self-compassion

	Name: Raquel Morris
	Date: April 17, 2024
	What feeling or thought do you recognize in this momentRow1: Today, I recognize feelings of self-doubt and anxiety.
	Can you allow this experience to be there just as it is without trying to change itRow1: Yes, I can allow this experience to be there, acknowledging its presence without trying to brush it off or change it immediately.
	What are the sensations thoughts and feelings you notice when you pay attention Are there any beliefs or memories associated with thisRow1: I feel a heavy sensation in my chest, rapid thoughts, and a sense of unease. Perhaps this is associated with my beliefs of not feeling good enough and previous experiences where I doubted my abilities.
	How can you nurture and care for yourself in this moment Consider what words of comfort or actions might soothe youRow1: I can reassure myself that it's okay to feel this way sometimes, that everyone experiences self-doubt but it doesn't define my capabilities and worth.
	What did you notice or learn from this practiceRow1: I learned that acknowledging my feelings instead of avoiding them helps reduce their power over me.

	Name_2: Raquel Morris
	Date_2: April 19, 2024
	Express understanding and forgiveness for past mistakes or regrets Acknowledge past achievements and strengthRow1: Dear Past Self,

I want to tell you first that the mistakes you made and the things you may regret are not your entire story. They helped you grow and transform into the person you are today.

I forgive you for any decisions you made that seemed off track. Remember that those decisions were made based on the resources and understanding you had at that time. Using them as a compass to find your true path is an achievement in itself.
	Show appreciation for your current efforts and struggles Provide comfort and validationRow1: Dear Present Self,

In this very moment, I want to appreciate and validate your unsung effort and silent battles. I realize the struggles you are facing are difficult, and your courage in confronting them deserves acknowledgment.

I want to remind you: it's okay not to be okay sometimes. Life can be tough and there are days when it's more challenging than others. Despite everything, you're doing an amazing job.
	Offer words of encouragement and optimism Set intentions for selfcompassion and growthRow1: Dear Future Self,

I'm writing this to remind you of the resilience, strength, and compassion you possess. Remember to cherish each moment, good or bad, as they are stepping stones to your growth. I set the intent for you to continue practicing self-compassion and embrace personal growth. Remember that mistakes are just opportunities for learning.

You can't predict the future, but you can choose your attitude towards it. Show up with optimism, courage, and an open heart. Remember, your journey is just as important as the destination.
	Name_3: Raquel Morris
	Date_3: April 20, 2024
	1 Who is this compassionate figureRow1: For me, this person is my grandmother. She was the embodiment of kindness, always having a nurturing word for everyone, and making you feel seen and heard, no matter the situation. She had this incredible ability to listen, truly listen, and offer advice that seemed to untangle any problem. Her presence was comforting, her laughter infectious, and her wisdom was something I always sought in times of confusion or distress.
	2 What words of comfort and encouragement have you received from themRow1: Whenever I faced any distressing situation, she had a way of comforting me that seemed to lighten even the heaviest heartache or worry. She would often say, "My dear, remember, this too shall pass. What feels unbearable now will become a part of your story, making you stronger, wiser, and more compassionate. You are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think."
	Name_4: Raquel Morris
	Date_4: April 23, 2024
	What is the event triggering distressRow1: The event that triggered distress for me is when I recently got overlooked for a promotion at work that I have been anticipating for a long time. I worked hard, sacrificed my personal time, and believed my efforts had been noticed and appreciated. However, when the time came, another colleague was promoted instead. To add to that, the reasons provided for the decision felt vague and unfair to me.
	What critical thoughts or beliefs surface in response to this eventRow1: The promotion that didn't happen has led me to question my worth and capabilities as a professional in my field. Thoughts like "Maybe I'm not good enough," "I worked so hard, yet it was in vain," or "Maybe I will never be successful in my career" came up.
	How would a compassionate friend respond to you or your situation What compassionate understanding could you offer yourselfRow1: A compassionate friend would likely remind me that everyone faces setbacks and disappointments in their career, and it doesn't detract from my abilities or potential. They would tell me, "You aren't defined by one event or someone else's decision," or "Your hard work doesn't go unnoticed; it's building your character and skills."
	Based on your compassionate understanding what insights emerge What actions could you take to address these challengesRow1: Everyone faces professional setbacks. What matters is not the setback itself, but how I respond to it.

I could turn this into an opportunity for dialogue with my superiors. Maybe I could gain a more clear understanding of the criteria for promotions or areas I could improve. Implementing these insights could boost my career in the long run. 
	Name_5: Raquel Morris
	Date_5: May 7, 2024
	1 Write down a negative thought you have right now or a negative thought that is constantly bothering youRow1: "I am not good enough and I never will be. I keep making mistakes and it feels like I'm always behind everyone else."
	2 What are the evidence supporting this thoughtRow1: I recently received feedback at work that was less positive than I had hoped for.

I've been comparing myself to my peers, and it seems they are achieving their goals more quickly or efficiently than I am.

There are areas in my personal and professional life where I have not met my own expectations.
	3 What are the evidence against this thoughtRow1: I have succeeded in various projects at work and have been recognized for my efforts before.

I am committed to personal growth, actively seeking feedback, and making efforts to learn and improve.

There have been several instances where I faced challenges but managed to overcome them through perseverance and hard work.
	4 What more balanced compassionate thought can you adoptRow1: I am capable and growing. While I do make mistakes, they are opportunities for learning and growth. My journey is my own, and comparing it to others' paths doesn't reflect my true progress. I am committed to improving and recognizing my strengths and successes along the way.
	5 How does adopting this alternative thought make you feelRow1: Adopting this more balanced thought brings a sense of relief and self-compassion. It has somehow eased my feelings of inadequacy somehow brought me a more positive self-view. It reminds me that my value is not measured by comparison or temporary setbacks but by my resilience and efforts.
	Name_6: Raquel Morris
	Date_6: May 10, 2024
	What activities will support your physical healthRow1: 1. Daily 30-minute brisk walk or jog in the morning.
2. Commit to a balanced diet that includes plenty of fruits, vegetables, lean proteins, and whole grains.
3. Dedicate time each night to get at least 7-8 hours of sleep.
	How can you nurture your emotional wellbeingRow1: 1. Keep a gratitude journal, making it a daily ritual to write down three things I am thankful for.
2. Connect with loved ones at least once a week, whether through a call or meeting up in person.
3. Allow myself a 'no judgment zone' where I can feel and express emotions like sadness or frustration without self-criticism or guilt.
	What practices can help clear your mind and reduce stressRow1: 1. Practice mindful meditation for 10-15 minutes daily.
2. Set aside time to engage in painting at least 2-3 times a week.
3. Take scheduled breaks during work hours or simply take a few minutes away from the screen.
	Choose one action you will take this week to practice selfcareRow1: Set a bedtime alarm to remind myself to start winding down 30 minutes before sleep.


